2018 Selections

AMERICA FOR BEGINNERS by Leah Franqui
(William Morrow, HC 978-00626668752)

AS WIDE AS THE SKY by Jessica Pack
(Kensington, TP 978-1496718167)

BEASTS OF EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCE by Ruth Emmie Lang
(St. Martin's Press, HC 978-1250112040)

DEAR MRS. BIRD by AJ Pearce
(Scribner, HC 978-1501170065)

THE HOME FOR UNWANTED GIRLS by Joanna Goodman
(Harper Paperbacks, TP 978-0062684226)

A HOUSE AMONG THE TREES by Julia Glass
(Anchor, TP 978-1101873595)

INDIAN HORSE by Richard Wagamese
(Milkweed Editions, TP 978-1571311306)

IN THE DISTANCE by Hernan Diaz
(Coffee House Press, TP 978-1566894883)

IN THE SHADOW OF 10,000 HILLS by Jennifer Haupt
(Central Avenue Publishing, TP 978-1771681339)

INVITATION TO A BONFIRE by Adrienne Celt
(Bloomsbury Publishing, HC 978-1635571523)

THE LIDO by Libby Page
(Simon & Schuster, HC 978-1501182037)

MAGGIE BOYLAN by Michael Henson
(Ohio University Press/ Swallow Press, TP 978-0804012027)

THE MERCY SEAT by Elizabeth H. Winthrop
(Grove Press, HC 978-0802128188)

PLUM RAINS by Andromeda Romano-Lax
(Soho Press, HC 978-1616959012)

THE SECOND MRS. HOCKADAY by Susan Rivers
(Algonquin Books, TP 978-1616207366)

SHORES BEYOND SHORES:
FROM HOLOCAUST TO HOPE, MY TRUE STORY
by Irene H. Butter with John D. Bidwell and Kris Holloway
(White River Press, TP 978-1935052708)

TIGERBELLE: THE WYOMIA TYUS STORY by Wyomia Tyus and Elizabeth Terzakis
(Edge of Sports, HC 978-1617756764, TP 978-1617756580)

THE VAIN CONVERSATION by Anthony Grooms
(University of South Carolina Press/ Story River Books, HC 978-1611178821)

THE WIDOWS OF MALABAR HILL by Sujata Massey
(Soho Crime, HC 978-1616957780)

WOLF SEASON by Helen Benedict
(Bellevue Literary Press, TP 978-1942658306)
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